Property Taxes in 2019 Will Be Based on the Value of Your Home This Saturday

Colorado’s constitution mandates that every county assessor base the assessment of real estate taxes on the full market valuation of each parcel as of June 30th of every even-numbered year. Next May, the Jeffco assessor will mail out an estimated value as of this Saturday to each parcel owner, giving until June 1st to challenge the assessor’s valuation.

If you are wondering how much your property taxes might go up for the next 2-year cycle, you need only compare what your home might have sold for on June 30, 2016, with what it could sell for now, based on the sale of comparable homes over the past 24 months. Although June MLS statistics aren’t complete yet, let’s compare current sales statistics with those from June 2016. (Remember: Not all sales are on the MLS.) Using REcolorado (Denver’s MLS) as my source, the average price per total square foot of condos and townhomes in Jefferson County rose from $188 in June 2016 to $232 this month. That is a 23.4% increase in value. Condos increased their value by 21%, and townhomes increased their value by 26.4%. During that same period the average price per total square foot of detached single family homes rose from $175 to $211, a 20.6% increase.

These calculations are for Jefferson County as a whole. There will, of course, be greater or lesser valuation changes in every city and in every subdivision. Here are the increases broken down by city addresses (which can include unincorporated areas):

- Arvada: 20.9%
- Lakewood: 21.4%
- Golden addresses: 8.8%
- Littleton addresses: 13.6%
- Wheat Ridge: 24.3%
- Evergreen addresses: 10.2%

Smaller cities such as Lakeside and Edgewater did not have a enough sales to produce valid percentages. Valuations also can vary based on style. For example, ranch style (1 story) homes in Jeffco saw an increase in price per total square foot of 20.7%, whereas 2-story homes saw an increase of 17.3%.

The age of the home can also make a difference. Single family detached homes built before 1990 saw their average PSF values increase by 18.8%, whereas homes built in 1990 or later increased by 12.7%.

All these variations point to only one conclusion — that you need to use the tools provided on the Jeffco assessor’s web page (which I’ll explain in a May 2019 column) to determine whether the assessor has applied the right valuation to your home. Last May I challenged the increase on my own home, and, by using the eligible comps listed on the assessor’s website, I received a reduction of nearly $150,000.

Lastly, let me share how the Gallagher Amendment to the state constitution serves to reduce the impact of increased valuations on residential property tax bills. That amendment fixes the assessment ratio for non-residential property at 29% of the full valuation. For example, if a commercial property has a full valuation of $1 million, the assessed value against which the mill levy is applied is 29% of that amount, or $290,000. Because that assessment ratio remains fixed at 29%, and because the amendment requires that non-residential property taxes equal 55% of the total property tax revenue statewide, the ratio applied to residential properties keeps dropping from 21% when the Gallagher Amendment took effect in 1982. Last year, that ratio dropped to 7.2%, and it is projected to drop to 6.11% next year. The end result could actually be a reduced assessed valuation even in the face of an increased full valuation.

Let’s say your home was worth $400,000 in 2016, with an assessed value of $288,800 (7.2%). Now your home is worth $500,000, a 25% increase, but if the assessment ratio is reduced to 6.11% as expected, the mill levy will now be applied to an assessed value of $30,550 — an increase of less than 6.1%. Thus, if the mill levy remains unchanged, your property taxes will increase by only 6.1%, even though your home’s value (as determined by the assessor) increased by 25%.

FREE MOVING BOXES

That’s what we offer, in addition to free use of our moving trucks, to buyers and sellers who employ Golden Real Estate. We prefer used boxes but will, when necessary, purchase new ones. We have an 8’x12’ shed on our office devoted solely to storing these boxes. This week that shed is almost empty, so I’m asking any reader who has unneeded moving boxes to donate them to us so we can put them to use by our clients. Call 303-525-1851 to schedule pick up (or arrange drop off).

Enjoy the Savings of Solar Power in This Arvada Home

Not visible from the street is this home’s solar system, which meets most of this home’s electrical needs for only $137/month year-round. It is located in the Candlelight Valley subdivision adjacent to the Van Bibber open space park. A trailhead is just two blocks away. It’s a super quiet location, as you can tell by watching the narrated video tour at www.JeffcoSolarHomes.com. This home has a finished walk-out basement and has one of the larger lots — over 1/3 acre. Everything about this home is top shelf, including the gourmet kitchen with marble floor, granite countertops and built-in refrigerator. The walk-out basement is a mother-in-law apartment with its own kitchen. The expansive deck and covered patio provide additional entertainment possibilities. Open Sat. 1-4 p.m.
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